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Using our calculated structural energies for CdTe, MgS, and NaCl, we describe how hydrostatic pressure versus volume data relate to epitaxial structural energies. We predict, e.g. , that for
thicknesses below a few monolayers CdTe may be grown in the P-Sn structure and MgS and
NaCl can be stabilized in the zinc-blende form if grown on suitable substrates. Considerably
thicker films may be grown metastably.

Structural phase transformations in solids are ordinarithrough changes in temperature or pressure.
Since temperature eff'ects are limited to energy differences
-k+T, yet many structures diff'er by more, pressure is
often a better choice. Relative energy changes of more
than 1 eV can be achieved through hydrostatic pressure in
diamond anvils and even greater changes using shock
waves. Since externally applied pressure normally must
transformations
be positive, pressure-induced
can only
realize phases with volumes smaller than that of the zeropressure phase. Volume-increasing transformations such
as from the dense 81 (rocksalt) to the open 83 (zincblende) structure are, therefore, impossible.
Effective pressure or stress can, however, also be applied by constraining a material inside or on a matrix of
another solid. An epitaxially grown compound can offer
such a system. If the material is grown coherently on a
substrate with a different lattice parameter, the strain imposed by the substrate acts like a biaxial pressure. The
strain can be positive or negative depending on whether
the lattice parameter of the substrate is larger or smaller
than that of the overlayer.
Apparent stabilization of unusual and even exotic structures through epitaxy is not new. Early observations include the growth of 81 cesium and thallium halides on
mica and other substrates, ' 84 (wurtzite) MgS and
and
MgSe evaporated on alkali halides and metal films,
81 InSb obtained by sputtering. More recently many
metals that are normally fcc have been grown in the bcc
a-Sn has been grown outside its stable temstructure,
perature range on InSb and CdTe substrates
and an
unusual rhombohedral SiGe has been grown on the (100)
surface of Si. ' Some of the early examples may not have
been stabilized through lattice coherence with the substrate; however, in many recent cases (the stabilization of
bcc metals and a-Sn in particular) one observes a clear
correlation between the substrate lattice constant and that
of the pseudomorphic epitaxial phase.
This paper will focus on understanding the growth of
compounds that are normally zinc-blende (83) in the
rocksalt (81) structure and vice versa. For semiconductors, with the addition of the p-Sn analog (A5) and the
hexagonal wurtzite (84) phases, these are the likely lowThe 81-to-83 transition cannot be
energy structures.
ly achieved

"'

achieved by externally applied pressure and could expand
the rather small known set of cubic, binary, fourfold coor-

dinated compounds. Furthermore, since our calculations
show that the direct band gap of a compound decreases
when transforming from rocksalt to zinc-blende, it may
increase the number of available semiconducting materials.
We will use the total energies of extended periodic
solids to characterize epitaxial phases and transitions.
Surface and interface eff'ects are, therefore, neglected.
These can be ignored provided the epitaxial layers are
sufficiently thick; if surface energy differences are small,
this assumption is valid even when comparing energies of
thin layers. Assuming wetting ' and neglecting entropy
effects, the stability of a coherent epitaxial overlayer is
determined by its internal energy as a function of the substrate lattice constant. Using our calculated data for
CdTe, shown in Figs. 1(a)-1(c), we now demonstrate how
this function can be estimated from standard pressure
versus volume data. Figure 1(a) shows the unit-cell
volume versus applied external hydrostatic pressure; as
pressure is increased CdTe undergoes two phase transformations: 83 to 81 to A5. Volume integration of the
pressure data gives the energy as a function of volume for
each phase (again under hydrostatic conditions). The
offsets between energy minima of different phases (integration constants) are obtained from the transformation
pressures through the common tangent constructions
shown in Fig. 1(b). '
When a solid is constrained by
coherent growth on a substrate, parallel to the interface
the overlayer takes the lattice dimensions of the substrate.
The appropriate external parameter for the energy is no
longer pressure or volume, but rather the substrate lattice
parameter(s), a, . First, changing from a volume to an a,
representation involves structural geometric factors relating a, to the cell volume V in different phases. With

a,

P(V) '~, we
pB1

a2 '

find

pa 3,

where rl(V) is the c/a ratio under hydrostatic conditions
and a is a geometric scaling factor. The latter is needed
since we make no assumptions about the detailed atomic
structure at the interface and would, e.g. , be used to describe the a J2 scaling when changing from a simple to
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FIG. 1. Calculated structural energies for CdTe in the structures indicated. (a) and (b) are given under hydrostatic pressure conditions, while part (c) shows the energy as a function of
(substrate) lattice parameter before (solid lines) and after
(dashed line) c-axis relaxation. The epitaxial relaxation energy
for A5 is estimated. We used a v2 for B I and B3 and a 1
for the A 5 phase [Eq. (1)].

a face-centered square lattice. Second, the unconstrained
is free to relax. This
reduces the energy of the epitaxial phase relative to the
hydrostatically compressed phase evaluated at the same
substrate lattice constant. Using second-order continuum

c axis, perpendicular to the interface,

elasticity theory, ' this energy reduction is determined
from the elastic constants by minimizing the elastic energy with respect to c for fixed a, . For cubic materials the
ratio q of the relaxed epitaxial energy to the hydrostatic
energy, both taken at the same a, and referred to their
common energy minimum, is
q[ioo]

q[~io]

q [»1]

- —1—
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4C44
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'
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where the subscripts refer to the growth direction. These
two steps are illustrated for CdTe in Fig. 1(c). The solid
lines show the energy as a function of a, before c-axis relaxation and the dashed lines give the final epitaxial energy after relaxation. The epitaxial energies differ from the
hydrostatic energies in Fig. 1(b) by (i) reduced elastic energies [Eq. (2)], causing a flattening of the curves and increasing the region of stability for the lowest-energy
phase, and (ii) horizontal shifts of the energy minima [Eq.
(1)]. The latter can separate two previously coinciding
minima and expose an inaccessible phase, e.g. , bcc (P
1.26) and fcc (P 1.12). ' These effects can result in
qualitative changes in phase stability. Under hydrostatic
pressure CdTe has two transitions: 83 to 81 and 81 to
A 5. Epitaxially, these are replaced by a single transition:
83 to A 5. Relaxation of 83 leads to a situation where 81
is never a stable phase.
The existence of a competing phase with a lower energy
minimum (83) leads to a situation where nucleation of
misfit dislocations can limit the thickness of the pseudomorphic phase (A5), even when the latter is lattice
matched to the substrate. Selecting a substrate lattice
matched to the A 5 phase makes its energy independent of
thickness. The competing 83 phase is higher in energy by
b [Fig. 1(c)]. However, the 83 film experiences a large
misfit, and, once its critical thickness has been exceeded, it
can lower its energy by nucleating misfit dislocations. '
The energy of the 83 phase will, therefore, decrease with
increasing thickness, at some point dropping below the A 5
phase. Then, 83 (with misfit dislocations) becomes the
ground state, defining a critical thickness for the A5
phase. ' It is likely, however, that energy barriers will allow growth of much thicker metastable films than this
equilibrium theory indicates. Note that, contrary to the
situation in regular strained layer epitaxy, the critical
thickness increases with the lattice mismatch. This is because it is the competing phase (83) that experiences the
misfit.
The above discussion permits prediction of systems likeFor maximum
ly to exhibit epitaxial phase transitions.
stability enhancement
b, and hence, maximum critical
First, the
thickness, we obtain three requirements.
difference between the minimum energies of the two competing phases should be small. A small transition pressure
or a thermal transformation like a- to P-Sn may be an indication that this is satisfied. A second requirement is
that the difference between the equilibrium lattice constants of the phases should be large. This may be satisfied
by well-separated equilibrium volumes, such as the 20%
or by different
volume difference between 81 and 83,
geometric factors [Eq. (1)l, as for fcc and bcc. ' Finally,
the lowest-energy, stable phase should be stiff, i.e., have a
large bulk modulus as well as a large q ratio [Eq. (2)].
For anisotropic materials q depends on the growth direction. For cubic materials, Eq. (1) shows that if C44 is
'
stiffer than the isotropic value, —, (Cl 1 —Ci2) (as for most
'
metals and semiconductors
) q ii i 1 l is the largest,
whereas if C44 is softer (as it is for the alkali halides)
q [&00] is largest.
Energy differences between phases are often larger for
than for the 3d transisemiconductors and insulators"'

"'
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TABLE I. Static structural properties of CdTe, MgS, and NaCl in the indicated structures. ao is the
the minimum energy measured from the groundequilibrium lattice constant, Bo the bulk modulus,
state minimum, and E, is the cohesive energy. All energies are per two atoms. The zero-pressure
ground-state structure is indicated with an asterisk. CdTe and NaCl experimental lattice constants and
bulk moduli are low-temperature values, all others are room-temperature values.
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TABLE II. Differences AE (in eV) of band energies (Ref.
30) between the B I and B3 phases and deformation potentials a
(in meV/GPa) at selected symmetry
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tion metals'
where epitaxial stabilization has been observed.
Using Chelikowsky's empirical expansion of
8 3 to 81 transition pressures, ' as well as considering experimental pressure data, ' we have selected three compounds where a pseudomorphic phase might be stabilized
through epitaxy: CdTe (normally 83), and MgS and
NaC1 (normally 81). Other candidates are AgBr, AgC1,
CaS, CaSe, and MgSe (normally 81), and AgI, CdSe,
CuI, HgS, HgSe, and HgTe (normally 83). All these
materials have transition pressures less than
GPa in
magnitude.
Semirelativistic local-density approximation
(LDA)
calculations have been performed to obtain structural energies under hydrostatic and (001) epitaxial conditions.
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The linearized augmented plane-wave method ' was used
for CdTe and NaC1, and the momentum space, pseudopotential method including stress calculation
was used
for MgS. Table I summarizes our results for ground-state
structural
properties
compared
to available experiment. '
Since elastic constants for MgS appear not
be have been measured, our calculation, giving C~~ 164
GPa and C~2 40 GPa, can be taken as a prediction. Figure 1(a) gives calculated transition pressures and volumes
for CdTe.
Table II shows calculated shifts in electronic energy
levels and their pressure derivatives.
In all cases the
lowest direct gap (at I ) is smaller in the 83 than in the
81 phase. For CdTe, the X~, state drops when transforming from 83 to 81, making the 81 phase metallic.
Figures 2 and 3 show results for NaC1 and MgS corresponding to Fig. 1(c) for CdTe. We also show the relaxed
c/a ratio. All 83 phases have very soft shear moduli
—C~2, leading to an extreme flattening (small q) of
C~~
the epitaxial energy curves. Indeed, we find that under
hydrostatic conditions 83 NaC1 is unstable with respect to
tetragonal deformation. Figure 2 shows that the substrate
lattice parameter for epitaxial 81 to 83 crossover,
a, 6.5 A, lies to the right of the undistorted 83
minimum, which, therefore, cannot be reached. Ho~ever,
it may be possible to achieve a distorted 83 phase, with
c/a & I, by choosing a, & 6.5 A. Figure 3 shows that the
83-phase minimum of MgS is accessible: The epitaxial
energies cross at a,
5.5 A. Using Matthews theory'
for misfit dislocations with our considerations above, we
estimate the critical thickness for stable 83 MgS to be
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FIG. 2. Calculated structural energy and c/a ratios for 81
83 NaCl as a function of (substrate) lattice parameter.

and

Solid and dashed lines show the energy before and after c-axis
relaxation, respectively.
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A for a, at the 83 minimum, increasing to
A if a,
is increased by 2%. Thicker layers may be grown metastably. Some substrates which are lattice matched to 83
MgS are BeTe, MnS, A1As, and GaAs (all
In conclusion, we have shown that coherent epitaxial
growth away from lattice-matched conditions can lead to

83).
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